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Axmint 
Developments 
Axmint is a crypto-mining program on the blockchain that 

combines mining rigs with cloud mining to create AXM tokens 

and rewards for miners. These cloud rigs are easily accessible to 

users through a simple process and a regular payment system. 

Axmint aims to simplify crypto, making it accessible and 

enjoyable for everyone. It's developed by Axmachine 

Blockchain Services Pvt Ltd, a leading blockchain services 

provider based in South Africa and the UK, known for its work 

with companies. Now, they're extending their services to 

individual users with the Axmint
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Axmachine, a pioneering force in the crypto mining industry, 

stands at the forefront of technological innovation, providing 

cutting-edge mining rig services to empower blockchain 

projects worldwide. With a relentless commitment to 

excellence, Axmachine seamlessly integrates 

state-of-the-art hardware and cloud solutions, 

ensuring optimal performance and efficiency 

in cryptocurrency mining. 

As a trusted partner for blockchain 

ventures, Axmachine combines 

expertise and reliability, offering 

tailored mining solutions that drive 

success in the dynamic digital

landscape.  



Fuelling the future of decentralized technologies, A machine is 

the go-to choice for businesses seeking robust, secure, and 

high-performance crypto-mining solutions to unlock the full 

potential of their blockchain endeavours
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Axmachine Developments 
Offering 

Axmint Mining program Binary Based Algorithm 

For Cloud Miners.
www.axmint.io 

AXM Token Minable native 

token

AXM token is a Minable native 

token of Axmachine ecosystem 

with a total supply of 250 million, 

distributed in 6 different 

blockchains.

www.axmint.io 

AXM Pay UPI/ Utility portal AXM pay is a UPI-integrated payment

 solution app with Utility 

services working in 8 countries to 

convert AXM to Fiat.

Google Play

AxGames Pocket Games Axmachine is planning to launch 

multiple games on web3 in support 

of AxLab blockchain.

In Test Mode

AxLab 

Experimental 

Blockchain

The Blockchain EVM Compatible, POA Consensus 

Public Blockchain Network with 

Interoperability, Programmability 

and Scalability.

www.axmlab.com 

AxLab Scan The Explorer Track transactions, deploy smart 

contracts, create tokens, NFT, 

and get block rewards.

www.axbscan.com 

Product Category Description Website



AXB Coin Network Coin AXB Coin is a native coin of AxLab 

with a total supply of 1992000 

( 19.92M). Used as network fee and 

block reward payments.

www.axmlab.com 

AUSD Stable Coin Royalty-based asset to liquidity 

provider built on AxLab
Coming Soon

Ax Collections NFT Assets Multi-chain NFTs you can buy using 

AXM tokens and sold on respective 

network NFT marketplaces 

Coming Soon

AxWallet Crypto Wallet 

( Hot Wallet)

Custodial Web3 wallet for Ax 

Chain Network and all multiple 

Blockchain tokens storage and 

browsing.

Coming Soon

AxCoin 

Exchange

Crypto Exchange Secure Crypto exchange with a 

multi-asset trading platform.
Coming Soon

AXB Earn Earning platform to 

the liquidity provider

Liquidity-providing users can 

earn AXB coins on performing 

assigned tasks. Provide help, 

Get help program offered.

Coming Soon

Ax Host Blockchain 

Cloud Servers 

Files storage and Dapps hosting Coming Soon



A blockchain-based platform offering innovative and friendly 

crypto mining, fostering community pool earning and cloud 

crypto mining advancement in the crypto space. The program 

rewards mining rig holders with AXM token and USDT in referral 

rewards. 

Axmint: The Crypto Mining 
Program

The native cryptocurrency powering the Axmint ecosystem, 

facilitating transactions, governance, and incentivizing user 

participation across various decentralized services and 

products. Built on multiple blockchains like BSC, SOL, Polygon, 

Avalanche, Arbitrum, and Axlab. 

The token is a minable token that will have its last token mined 

by 2071. 

AXM Token: Minable Native Token

70% BEP 20 (10,000 Minted per day) 

10% on AxLab Blockchain

7% on Solana Blockchain

5% on Avalanche Blockchain

5% on Polygon Blockchain 

3% on Arbitrum Blockchain



Seamlessly integrated with UPI, AXM Pay provides utility 

services, enabling users to make secure and efficient 

transactions, and enhancing accessibility and convenience in 

the digital payment landscape. Loaded with all real-time user 

support and available in countries like India, Sri Lanka, Mauritius, 

Bhutan, Oman, Nepal, France, and UAE.

AXM Pay: Crypto to Fiat Payments

Live on Play store : AXMPAY



AXM Debit Card

Empowering users with the flexibility to utilize their AXM 

holdings for everyday transactions, bridging the gap between 

traditional finance and the decentralized world.

AXM Play: Pocket-friendly Games

A suite of 300+ engaging games leveraging blockchain 

technology, offering users entertainment while earning rewards 

through AXM token participation. 

AxLab Experimental Blockchain: 

Blockchain for Everyone

Operating on a Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus mechanism, 

AxLab Blockchain empowers developers with features like 50% 

royalty and gas fee returns, fostering innovation in 

decentralized applications. The blockchain supports multiple 

ledger contracts like ZkSync, Solana, BSc, Ethereum, Optimism, 

Atom, and Arbitrum. Including all layer 1 and layer 2 chains.

Axbscan Explorer: 176000 TPS 

This is the world’s fastest blockchain providing insights into the 

AxLab Blockchain and other blockchains too. Explorer offers 

transparency and visibility into transactions, smart contracts, 

and network activity, enabling users to explore the ecosystem 

with ease.   



Each smart contract deployer of the AxLab blockchain is 

rewarded with a 50% fee as a block reward. This is the World's 

first blockchain to offer rewards to the deployers.   

Transaction time and fee 

3 Gwei ( Standard: 15-30 sec)

3 Gwei ( Fast : 5-15 Sec ) 

3 Gwei ( Standard: 3-6 Sec) 

Gas Fee : 0.000063 AXB 

AXB Trial Coin: The Network Currency

With a defined supply, AxLab facilitates development fees, and 

NFT purchases and offers features like Fiat conversion, 

enhancing accessibility and utility within the Axmint 

ecosystem.

Ax Build: NFT and Smart Contract 

Development 

Ax Build is a development library for developers to build smart 

contracts and NFTs with ease. The NFT program is advanced to 

support the creation of NFTs on different blockchains using the 

AXM token of that network. 

The NFT launchpad program will enforce listing assets with 10X 

price of the respective network marketplace.   

  



Stable Coin (AUSD): Reserve 

your funds.

Offering stability and staking rewards, AUSD provides users 

with a reliable digital asset for transactions and investment 

opportunities within the Axmint platform.

Ax Collection: Axmint Unique 

Collections

Leveraging the AXM token, Ax Collection offers users the 

opportunity to access high-return NFTs across different 

blockchains, diversifying investment portfolios and fostering 

digital asset ownership.

AxWallet: Store and Browse

A centralized wallet solution providing users with secure storage 

and management of their digital assets within the Axmint 

ecosystem, enhancing accessibility and usability.

AX Exchange: Crypto Exchange

Providing trade liquidity and a seamless trading experience, AX 

Exchange facilitates the exchange of digital assets, fostering a 

vibrant ecosystem for users to participate in the crypto market.



AXB Earning: Liquidity Rewards

AxLabs incentivizes the liquidity provider with interesting 

rewards for performing minimal tasks. Additional a provide help 

and give help option will be offered.

Ax Host: Domains.axb 

Leveraging AXB Coin, Ax Host offers ANS services, providing 

users with decentralized domain management solutions and 

enhancing the accessibility and decentralization of the Internet.

  

Axmachine Development 

www.axmint.io
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